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10/10 Game. Hilariously self-aware and a very fun experience :) Awaiting Super Seducer 3!. Nice game but must have help or
video tutorial. I don't understand, why author didn't include anything(even such youtube video would be great help) -- playing
game should not include guessing interface details.
Videos to help play it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEb3GsVQ7QU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1fs6k_oL0I. I Came, I♥♥♥♥♥♥ I Conquered..... Really interesting stuff - It's a really
diverse sandbox-like chemistry thing mixed with the tycoon-like aspect of trying to keep your rent paid and outside sources
happy. Also it's all physics based so how well you do depends on you alone. Dev is continually responding and updating, and I
have high hopes for the future, especially since the game is already very playable and fun now.. I can't even.. I guess I just don't
understand what I am doing.. Is this yahtzee? Did I just do a yahtzee? I just don't know what in the heck is going on.. I play,
play, lose.. win.. I can't feel good about this one.
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i rekon this game would be good IF MORE PEOPLE PLAYED IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. A game doesn't need to
be an adventure game to be packed with unique experiences and constant surprises. This is one of those games you NEED to go
into blind for the full experience. Hardcoreness is optional but rewarding. Music is amazing and lovingly crafted. If you want
more like this, check out Ticket, also on Steam.. The second part of the series that's clearly doesn't get enough attention and
praise.. Ah, the memories. The first in the Full Spectrum Warrior series and it is a pretty fun game. Less hardcore than the
second but still very strategic. Command 2-3 squads depending on the missions. Command, point fire, suppress, flank, eliminate
enemy, the basics of the game. Shows you how soldiers perform on the battlefield. It's a pretty fun overall game. The story is not
as intense as the second one but still a pretty good story. This game is just too much fun. It is faster than the second and very
playable. The tactics is just so much fun!!!! You better own it! 9.5/10!!! Get it!!!!!!!!. This game doesn't get enough attention
and it was too short! It's like a zombie game mixed with Indiana Jones. Traps, puzzles and fun fps action.

Very fast, yet controllable combat. Great weapon choices upgraded using looted gems. Puzzles aren't annoying. Artwork is super
detailed and beautiful. Game has a sense of humor and made me smile often.

It's quite like Vermintide as far as repetitious is concerneed and that game is well loved, by me as well. If Vermintide seems
hard, this one may be a better choice but it can be quite challenging on hard as well. The story is short but the game launched in
August and they already have added 3 new scenes as part of their DLC season pass. It contains three play modes.

It's basically an FPS hack n'slash. I think its loads of fun and should be played in co-op for sure. We played hours non-stop and
then started the whole thing over on hard and determined to find ALL THE THINGS!. You play a Soviet counter-intelligence
officer during World War II and your job is to infiltrate the Nazis, steal secrets, kill certain individuals and help dismantle the
enemy from the inside.

I'm still in the process of playing this game and I love it. It's incredibly difficult at times as the enemy AI is pretty smart and will
recognize odd behavior (which can vary depending on which uniform you've disguised yourself in). This is a game that takes
stealthy undercover spy work very seriously. If you run-and-gun, you're as good as dead.

The best part is that you're free to complete your objectives however you see fit! Say there's a high ranking Nazi official you've
got to assassinate. Do you want to plant explosives on the runway so his plane explodes when he lands or do you want to
impersonate an SS officer, get the official alone and stab him? How about take him out from a distance with a sniper rifle?
Those options (and tons more) are available.. This is NOT like most of the shovelware you see lately for the Vive. This is a full
game with surprising depth and difficulty. It has a randomly seeded overworld map that defines what missions you encounter
over a long campaign. Plus there are multiple classes of tanks with a large variety of weapons.

This game is what more of VR should be, and it's worth every penny, just be warned it is surprisingly difficult.. ---{Graphics}---
? You forget what reality is
? Beautiful
? Good
? Decent
? Bad
? Don\u2018t look too long at it
X Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
X Addictive like heroin
? Very good
? Good
? It\u2018s just gameplay
? Mehh
? Starring at walls is better
? Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
? Eargasm
? Very good
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? Good
? Not too bad
? Bad
X Earrape

---{Audience}---
X Kids
? Teens
? Adults

---{PC Requirements}---
X Check if you can run paint
? Potato
? Decent
? Fast
? Rich boiiiiii
? Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
? Just press \u201aA\u2018
X Easy
? Significant brain usage
? Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
? Difficult
? Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
? Nothing to grind
? Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
? Isnt necessary to progress
? Average grind level
? Too much grind
X You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding

---{Story}---
? If you want story, then go read a book.
X Text or Audio floating around
? Average depends an DLC
? Good
? Lovely
? Fantastic

---{Game Time}---
? Long enough for a cup of tea
? Short
? Average
? Long
X To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
? There is no \u201eprice\u201c
? Worth the price
? If u have some spare money left
? Not recommended
X You could also just burn your money
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---{Bugs}---
X Never heard of
? Minor bugs
? Can get annoying
? Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
? Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke..
Either i seem to be connecting random colors and nodes together without any certainty of what i'm doing or i do know what i'm
doing but not sure if i want to.. 10 hours of playing is not much but worth a review.

As the title says 'with friends'. That's the most and only fun to play.
If you host for random people they use guides to be the best and don't just have the fun, or kids who start raging and yelling if
they can't win.

It only has 4 levels.. for now. In january a new level will come out. And so will alot of other content (hopefully) in the future.
These 4 levels are fun to play tho, there are alot of different courses.
So..

Play it with friends is really fun and I recommend that.
But online.. nah, the community there is only wanting to win.
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